Course Offerings for Summer 2020

Courses contingent on enrollment. View course descriptions here.

Credit Courses

N-SS01 - American Government
N-S02 – Anatomy
N-A01 – Art History
N-S03 – Astronomy & Cosmology
N-E05 – Creative Writing
N-SS02 – Economics
N-P01 – Fitness
N-SS10 – Global Affairs
N-SP01 – Health
N-SS03 – Intro. to Psychology
N-A03 – Speech
N-SS09 – Street Law

Credit Recovery Courses Semester 1

N-M01-A – Algebra 1
N-M04-A – Alg/Trig
N-S01-A – Biology
N-S04-A – Chemistry
N-E02-A – English 9
N-E03-A – English 10
N-E04-A – English 11-12
N-M03-A – Geometry
N-L01-A – Spanish
N-T01-A - Theology 9-10
N-T03-A – Theology 11-12
N-SS07-A - United States History
N-SS06-A – World History

Credit Recovery Courses Semester 2

N-M01-B – Algebra 1
N-M04-B – Alg/Trig
N-S01-B – Biology
N-S04-B – Chemistry
N-E02-B – English 9
N-E03-B – English 10
N-E04-B – English 11-12
N-M03-B – Geometry
N-L01-B – Spanish
N-T01-B - Theology 9-10
N-T03-B – Theology 11-12
N-SS07-B - United States History
N-SS06-B – World History

Non-Credit Skills Courses

N-E10 – Fundamental Writing Skills
N-M05 – Strengthening Pre-Algebra and Algebra Skills